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ElifeCycle’s Mission

Marucut & Associates created the site Elifecycle.com to enhance public access to information 
and services provided by recycling organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area region.

Elifecycle’s goals for the website include:
 • Provide timely and convenient access to publications and information about recycling  
  in the Bay Area.
 • Through the use of external links, provide Elifecycle website users with convenient   
  access to other resources available on the Internet.
	 •	 Make	effective	use	of	current	and	evolving	Internet	technologies	to	maximize	benefits			
  to Elifecycle’s clients and help support San Francisco’s goal of **zero waste by 2020.

 ** Zero Waste is...
	 Sending	nothing	to	landfill	or	incineration.	Creating	policies	that	reduce	waste,	and		 	 										
 increase access to recycling and composting. Elifecycle is doing everything we can to            
 make it happen.
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The Team

Jade Marucut / Project Manager
    

Victor Barrios / Social Media Expert

Steven Ho / Production Lead

Justin Otero / Technical Director

Jesus Guzman / Instructional Designer

Jefren Villamor / Art Director

Diego Taborda / Content Editor

Alan Heath / Programmer 
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1. Authorization.
The above-named Client (hereinafter referred to as “Client”) is engaging Marucut and Associates as a student project for the specific purpose of designing 
a World Wide Web site, herein after referred to as “Web Design Project”, to be published on the Client’s account on an Internet Service Provider (ISP)/Web 
Presence Provider (WPP) computer, herein after refer to as “Hosting Service”, or provided on diskette at the Client’s option. The Client hereby authorizes 
Marucut and Associates to access this account, and authorizes the Hosting Service to provide Marucut and Associates with “full access” to the Client’s 
account, and any other programs needed for this Web Design Project that are included as part of the Client’s service agreement/level. The Client also 
authorizes Marucut and Associates to submit the completed Web Design Project to major Web Search Engines. The Client also authorizes each member of 
Marucut and Associates to use the project as a portfolio piece in the team members own portfolio devices.

2. Development.
This Web Design Project will be developed using Adobe® Dreamweaver Creative Suite 6.
• Compatibility - Designing a web site to fully work in multiple browsers (and browser versions) can require considerable, extra effort. It could also involve 
creating multiple versions of code/pages. Marucut and Associates represents and warrants that the web site we design for you will work in:
 Microsoft® Internet Explorer versions 8 and up
 Google Chrome version 20 and up
 Mozilla Firefox version 10.0 and up

While Marucut and Associates will make reasonable efforts to design a fully-functional web site, Marucut and Associates Web Design’s warranty does not 
cover AOL, text-based browsers or requested special effects that we have advised you against.
• For People with Disabilities – Marucut and Associates Design’ standard is to meet at least half the currently recommended guidelines for web site 
development. Without sacrificing quality and design, we try to ensure that the content and functions we build into our web sites are available to all visitors.

3. Assignment of Web Design Project.
Marucut and Associates reserves the right, and you hereby agree, to assign subcontractors to this Web Design Project to insure that the terms of this 
agreement are met as well as on-time completion.

4. Copyrights and Trademarks.
The Client unconditionally guarantees that any elements of text, graphics, photos, designs, trademarks, or other artwork furnished to Marucut and Associates 
for inclusion in the Web Design Project are owned by the Client, or that the Client has permission from the rightful owner to use each of these elements, and 
will hold harmless, protect, indemnify and defend Marucut and Associates and its subcontractors from any liability (including attorney’s fees and court costs), 
including any claim or suit, threatened or actual, arising from the use of such elements furnished by the Client.

5. Web Site Maintenance.
This agreement allows for minor web site maintenance to pages for the lifetime of your web site at no charge, up to an average of one half hour per regular 
web page, including updating links and making minor changes to a sentence or paragraph. It does not include major page reconstruction, new pages, guest 
books, discussion webs, navigation structure changes, attempted updates by Client repairs or Web Design Projects delivered to Client via diskette, U.S. mail 
and e-mail. The period begins on the date the Client’s web site is available to be published to the Client’s hosting service. Major page code and/or graphics 
changes and additions will be charged at the $30.00 per hour rate. (Notice: This rate is subject to change at any time.) Continuous maintenance will be billed 
when $250 has been reached, or in 30 day increments, whichever comes first. All payments, regardless of amount, must be made within 30 days.

ElifeCyle Contract
Client Information: Sharon Kaitner
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6. Completion Date.
Marucut and Associates and the Client must work together to complete the Web Design Project in a timely manner. We agree to work expeditiously to 
complete the Web Design Project no later than 30 days after Client has submitted all necessary materials. If the Client does not supply Marucut and 
Associates with complete text and graphics content for this Web Design Project within 45 days of the effective date of this agreement, the entire deposit 
amount of the agreement shall be retained by Marucut and Associates as liquidated damages and the contract shall become null and void, at Marucut and 
Associates Web Design’ option, unless the Web Design Project is canceled in writing by the Client prior to 45 days of the effective date of the agreement.

7. Project Delivery.
The final web site design project will be published to the Client’s hosting service upon receipt of final payment or delivered via diskette upon the receipt of full 
payment. The Client understands that Marucut and Associates does not provide any hosting services in connection with this Web Design Project. Hosting 
services require a separate contract with the hosting service of the Client’s choice. The Client agrees to select a hosting service which allows Marucut and 
Associates full access to the Client’s account via FTP (File Transfer Protocol). The Client will be solely responsible for any and all hosting service charges.

8. Electronic Commerce Laws.
The Client agrees that the Client is solely responsible for complying with any laws, taxes, and tariffs applicable in any way to the Web Design Project or any 
other services contemplated herein, and will hold harmless, protect, and defend Marucut and Associates and its subcontractors from any claim, suit, penalty, 
tax, fine, penalty, or tariff arising from the Client’s exercise of Internet electronic commerce and/or any failure to comply with any such laws, taxes, and tariffs.

9. Web Design Project Copyright.
Copyright to the finished web design site produced by Marucut and Associates will be owned by Marucut and Associates Web Design. The Client will be 
assigned rights to use the Web Design Project as a web site, once final payment under this agreement and any additional charges incurred have been paid. 
Rights to photos, graphics, source code, work-up files, and computer programs specifically are not transferred to the Client, and remain the property of their 
respective owners. Marucut and Associates and its subcontractors retain the right to display graphics and other Web Design elements as examples of their 
work in their respective portfolios. All Web Design Projects will contain a copyright/legal statement with a link to Marucut and Associates Web Design Services 
Web Site.

10. Payments.
Payments must be made promptly based on the terms of this Web Site Design Project. Marucut and Associates reserves the right to remove any Web Design 
Project from viewing on the Internet until final payment is made. All payments are to be made within 30 days after completion and approval of the Web Design 
Project by the Client. In case collection proves necessary, the Client agrees to pay all fees (including all attorney’s fees and court costs) incurred by that 
process. This agreement becomes effective only when signed by Marucut and Associates Web Design. Regardless of the place of signing of this agreement, 
the Client agrees that for purposes of venue, this agreement was entered into San Francisco County, California, and any dispute will be litigated or arbitrated in 
San Francisco County, California and the Client hereby consents to the personal jurisdiction of the California State Courts. Furthermore, the Client waives any 
right to or claim of sovereign immunity. Adding of Meta Tags (Description and Keywords) and the submission of the Web Design Project to Web search engines 
and updating occur only after the full final payment is made. All payments will be made in U.S. Dollars.

11. Payment Schedule.
Payment for services provided hereby shall be made in accordance with the conditions contained in this contract and the Package Price, attached hereto and 
made a part of this agreement hereof. Notwithstanding any prices listed in literature or on Web pages, the Client and Marucut and Associates agree that the 
services described in this contract, and the Package Price, shall be completed for $________. The Client agrees to pay to Marucut and Associates an initial, 
non-refundable deposit of $________ (normally, 50% of the estimated total cost) upon execution of this agreement. Final payment is due within 30 days prior 
to publication and/or delivery of the Web Site Design Project. All amounts must be in U.S. Dollars.
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12. Legal Notice.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this contract, neither Marucut and Associates nor any of its employees or agents warrants that the 
functions contained in the Web Design Project will be uninterrupted or error-free. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Web Design Project 
is with the Client. In no event will Marucut and Associates be liable to the Client or any third party for any damages, including, but not limited to, service 
interruptions caused by Acts of God, the Hosting Service or any other circumstances beyond our reasonable control, any lost profits, lost savings or other 
incidental, consequential, punitive, or special damages arising out of the operation of or inability to operate this Web Design Project, failure of any service 
provider, of any telecommunications carrier, of the Internet backbone, of any Internet servers, your or your site visitor’s computer or Internet software, even if 
Marucut and Associates has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

13. This Agreement.
This agreement constitutes the sole agreement between Marucut and Associates and the Client regarding this Web Design Project. Any additional work not 
specified in this contract or any other amendment or modification to this contract must be authorized by a written request signed by both Client and Marucut 
and Associates Web Design. All prices specified in this contract will be honored for 6 months after both parties sign this contract. Continued services after that 
time will require a new agreement.
The undersigned hereby agree to the terms, conditions and stipulations of this agreement on behalf of his or her organization or business.
This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding of the parties. Any changes or modifications thereto must be in writing and signed by both parties.

AGREED TO:

Client
(Sign) By_______________________________
(Print) Name: Sharon Kaitner
Title:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:

Marucut and Associates Web Design
By________________________________
Jade Marucut
It’s Authorized Representative
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Competitor Analysis

http://www.bayarearecycling.org/
Bay  Area Recycling Outreach Coa-
lition 

BayROC A collaboration between 
staff representing over 40 San Fran-
cisco Bay Area cities, counties and 
other public agencies working to-
gether on waste reduction and 
buy-recycled concepts through a 
variety of media campaigns which 
promote personal action and be-
havior change.

http://www.sfenvironment.org/
SF Environment 

The San Francisco Department of 
the Environment (SF Environment) 
creates visionary policies and in-
novative programs that promote 
social equity, protect human 
health, and lead the way toward 
a sustainable future.

http://www.sfrecycles.org/
SF Recycles 

SF Recycles is a joint venture by 
the recycling company Recology 
and the City of San Francisco’s 
Environment Department to be a 
one-stop shop for recycling infor-
mation.

CONCLUSION: The three sites we used for our competitor analysis are government sites with lots of information but 
quite an outdated design layout. When we tested these sites in tablets and mobile devices specifically BayROC and 
SFEnviroment we found the navigation hard to follow and a bit cumbersome. SF Recycles has more distilled information 
and therefore seems more accessible and easier to follow.  With our more streamlined design, we are offering information 
on five specific materials for recycling:  paper, plastic, glass, metals and electronics as well as a page summarizing the 
benefits of recycling. Because the simplicity of our design we expect it to translate into a better responsive design view 
experience for the users of Elifecycle.
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User Personas
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Mike Brown
Profile: College Student
Gender: Male
Age: 19
Occupation: Retail

Description:
Mike works part time at the 
Westfield	 mall	 and	 spends	 most	
of his free time playing video 
games and drawing. He is 
moderately concerned with his 
environment and recycling. At 
home, he regularly separates his 
cans, glassware, cardboard, etc, 
However, in public, her throws 
everything into the regular trash.

Site Usage: 
Mr. Brown would like to better 
his work environment with some 
kind of recycling, they have 
some separation bins, but he 
wants to be sure they make it to 
the recycling plants correctly.

Computer Knowledge:
Mike is a computer gamer and 
has moderate knowledge of 
computers.

Web Issues:
He wants to make sure sites are 
credible and will not share any 
information he provides.

Personality: Personable, 
Positivism, Social, Adaptable.



Pubert & Caramia
Profile: College Graduates
Gender: Male & Female
Age: 26, 25
Occupation: Online assistant & Translator
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Personality: 
Outgoing and optimistic couple.

Description:
Pubert and Caramia just moved 
into their new apartment. Both work 
full time out in different cities. Their 
commuting cars are Eco friendly, 
electric cars, however, they’re 
completely unconcerned with 
recycling. Fortunately, San Francisco 
is very concerned and the newly 
weds have to come up with a way 
to better their Eco-habits.

Site Usage:
The couple is searching for easy 
tips with keeping up recycling 
while in their new home.

Computer Knowledge:
Pubert	works	in	an	office	and	is	overall	
well aware of computers. However 
Caramia majored in communications 
and has very little understanding in 
computers.

Web Issues:
Caramia	wants	a	simplistic	site	to	find	
information. Pubert likes interactivity.



Judy Law
Profile: College Graduates
Gender: Female
Age: 40
Occupation: Environmentalist

Personality: 
Confident,	Shy,	and	Caring.

Description: 
Judy loves the earth and anything 
to improve its well-being. She does 
anything from composting to 
separating her garbage. However, 
Judy is a full-time employee at 
a	 construction	 firm	 that	 is	 not	
economically friendly.

Site Usage:
Judy	wants	to	find	a	way	to	share	
the	benefits	of	recycling	with	her	
firm	so	that	their	processes	aren’t	
completely negative towards 
the environment. She also wants 
to make sure it is effectively 
spending time and money.

Computer Knowledge:
Mrs. Law is not familiar with anything 
other than checking emails and 
searching on Google.

Web Issues:
She likes to use her phone, since 
she is on-the-go most of the time. 
However, she does have a laptop 
at home and uses that when she is 
home.
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Target Audience

Our target audience are residents of the San Francisco Bay Area community.  We expect them 
to be single and married couples, we intend to attract all age groups, both male and females 
from all ethnicities. The look of our website may play a role in attracting a younger and perhaps 
‘hip’ type group of people.

After researching several recycling websites that cater to urban communities similar to the Bay 
Area	we	found	that	their	main	target	audience	seem	to	be	young	adults	living	in	their	first	home,	
even though the percentage of young adults living with their parents has dramatically increased 
15 to 20 percent in the past three years.
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SWOT Analysis

Analysis
S W

TO

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

New approach to Recycling.

Information is quick and easy
 to find.

Ability to make partnerships 
with other recycling 
companies

Low traffic to our site

Unknown site to users

Lower on search results

ASK

Recology

Google

Peoples lack of interest for the 
environment and global

warming

Informational only

New design, may be 
compolicated for new users

Bay Area, local only

No PHP user login

Users are able to communicate

Multiple sources of information 
all in one site.

Interactivity integrated with
mobile responsive.

Can expand to a recyclable 
made product market.

Can create user login for more
interativity and bonuses.

Expand the brand
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Site Map Version 1(initial)
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Site Map Version 2 (Final)
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Original Branding
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Final Brand
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Typography
Century Gothic Regular Headings

Arial Regular Secondary

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p
q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q 
r s t u v w x y z
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Color Pallete

#C69C60#399200 #E58718 #4BD9FF #AEADAD #B70984
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High-Fidelity Wireframes (initial)
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Wireframes (Final)
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Final Mock Ups
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Final Mock Ups
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Prototype Screenshots
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Design Testing

M&A decided to use Usabilityhub for design testing. Above is the navigation 
flow test results. We asked the viewer to click to gain information about 
paper recycling and then click where they thought the site would bring them 
to the next material. The results reported that the viewers had trouble with 
our breadcrumb idea when navigating to another material. With that, we are 
attempting to come up with a better way to convey breadcrumbs.
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The test results from a click test M&A ran showed that 
most users understood our main navigation. We noticed 
some testers decided to click on the “About Us” page, 
thinking it was about recycling. In that instance, we 
changed the placement and the title of the navigation 
button. We also noticed that many users were interested 
in certain materials when navigating.
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Usability Testing

27

Our recent website usability testing threw up some ideas and areas where we can improve our website. 
Although we are providing lots of information on what and where to recycle .  A rating of the recycle centers would take our 
site to the next level and provide our users with more discerning data.
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